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■ Absorption of solar photon in semiconductor leads to the excitation of an electron-hole pair. 

■ Oxidation of water by holes at the photo-anode: OER. 

■ Transport of hydrogen protons from the photo anode to the photo cathode through the H+

permeable membrane which is impermeable for gases.

■ At the photo-cathode the electrons reduce protons the protons to evolve hydrogen: HER. 

Methodologies for Rapid Prototyping Artificial 
Photosynthesis Device Components Using Injection Molding
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■ A method to manufacture the optical component of an 

Artificial Photosynthesis (AP) prototype needs to be 

developed.

■ The method must be flexible as the design requirements 

may change rapidly

■ A high optical quality is required which demands high 

surface quality of the cavities, mold quality, and design.

■ Injection molding is chosen as the manufacturing process 

of the optical component.
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• Transparency

• High UV 
transmission 

• Weathering 
resistance 

• Chemical 
resistance
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• Gathering and 
focusing 
sunlight

• Seal AP device 
from 
environment M
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phase

• Rapid response 
and flexibilty 

• Scalability and 
reproducibility

• Cost-effective

Requirements

Principle Process in AP Device Design Process

Results Additive Manufacturing

First Steps Future Work

■ Three different surface finish stages were tested for light transmittance

■ Cavity was hand polished starting with sandpaper, finishing with diamond paste

■ Focal length was measured 

Print molds for injection molding using additive 
manufacturing 

Surface quality, resistance to heat and pressure 
from injection molding process, reproducibility

Good light transmittance, cost and time effective

Changes in AP device require different lens 
design during prototyping phase 

■ Analyze additive manufactured molds

■ Testing different materials and printing technologies

■ Investigate surface treatments (mechanical, chemical)

■ Compare results to aluminum mold

■ Change design of lens/mold

■ Lenses which do not require a sun tracking system

■ Fresnel lenses
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Figure 5.4  Illustration of the final optical component design. 

As illustrated in Figure 5.4 the optical component is adjusted including chamfers, which 

improve release properties. A technical drawing including all dimensions is attached in 

Appendix B. For injection molding of the optical component a gate is necessary that enables 

the melt to pass from the runner to the cavity. Here a fan gate is chosen with an expanding 

angle of 90°, as illustrated in Figure 4.5. The advantage of a fan gate is the prevention of weld 

lines, which could affect the lens area.  

For flat parts it is recommended to place the runner and the gate at the side of the part. As the 

optical component is not symmetric it needs to be investigated on which side the fan gate 

should be located in order to reduce and compensate warpage, shrinkage, deformation, and 

sink marks. Thus, an analysis by the FEM software Cadmould is operated that compares a fan 

gate sitting at the side of the part with a melt flow parallel to the lens array and diagonal to the 

lens array. For simulations a sprue bushing runner including a cold slug trap is build in the 

CAD software solidworks using the dimensions of the purchased sprue bushing from 

Meusburger. The selected parameters for the gate location analysis are shown in Table 5.2. 

 

  

drill point 

lens 

frame 

50.8 mm 

3 mm 

PMMA (Acrylite) Plano-convex Lens Injection Molding5. Design and Results 42 

The results of the gate location analysis concerning shrinkage are shown in Figure 5.5.  

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.5  Shrinkage analysis of two different gate designs (left: diagonal, right; parallel). 

As shown in Figure 5.5 the shrinkage in the optical component varies in the range from -0.19 

to 0.32 %. For both designs a higher shrinkage occurs at the opposite side of the fan gate. The 

design with a diagonal melt flow according to the lenses suffers from a higher shrinkage in 

the frame compared to the parallel design. Also the lens area is more affected at the diagonal 

design as the lenses suffer increasingly from shrinkage with rising distance from the gate. In 

comparison the parallel design shows slightly less shrinkage in the lens area.  
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5.3 Mold 

The final design of the optical component is used to build the mold. First the change mold is 

constructed by the CAD software solidworks before it is converted in a Computer Aided 

Manufacturing (CAM) model and milled in the Mori Seiki CNC milling machine. Faces that 

require draft angles are found by a draft analysis in solidworks based on the mold pull 

direction. These faces are adjusted with an angle of 3° referred to the parting line. 

As seen in chapter 5.2 polymers such as PMMA suffer from shrinkage in the injection 

molding process. Thus, a scale factor is accounted. The scaling factor is the material shrinks 

in the mold as it solidifies. Regarding the given value from Evonik and the results from the 

gate location analysis in chapter 5.2 the applied uniform scale factor is 0.3 % around centroid. 

As illustrated in Figure xy a venting system is added in the solidworks file with 0.04 mm deep 

vents relieved to 0.12 mm that are 6 mm long. These small vents are connecting the cavity 

with bigger vents channels that are 0.5 mm deep and 0.5 mm relieved. 

 

Figure 5.7  Final design of change mold including venting system.  

 

Vent (small) 

Vent (big) 

Cold slug trap 
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5.4.1 Focal length 

In the test rig explained in Chapter 4.5.1 the molded optical component is placed between a 

light source and a projection screen as shown in Figure 4.8. Thus, the characteristic of the lens 

can be evaluated such as the designed focal length. Furthermore the concentration factor can 

be measured and a difference between different surface treatments in the mold can be 

compared. The result is illustrated in Figure 5.10. 

 

Figure 5.10  Focal length measurement of the optical component in air. 

In Figure 5.10 the molded optical component is moved vertically back and forth in order to 

adjust the distance where a sharp image is seen. The distance from the upper part of the 

optical component to the screen surface is measured to be 12.32 mm. This distance is the 

focal length of the optical component. The concentration factor is a further characteristically 

value of the lens that can be estimated by this measurement. According to Equation 4.5 the 

concentration factor can be expressed as the ratio of lens area Aa and the receiver area Ar 

where a sharp image is received. As the lens is 7 mm wide and the cross-section of the focal 

line is measured to be 1.4 mm, the concentration factor C can be determined to be 5.  

Furthermore it can be seen that the focal lines of the three lenses on the right are sharper 

compared to the three on the left. The three lenses on the right are molded from the side of the 

cavity that was polished to a polish typed like A-1 SPI standard. While an influence of 

shrinkage can be seen slightly no warping is visible.   

1 cm 

Optical component design Moldflow simulation

Mold design – aluminum mold Focal length measurement
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The result of the change mold grinding and polishing can be seen in Figure 5.9. Only the left 

three lenses in the mold are surface finished, whereas the three on the right are untreated and 

in the after milling condition. So, the ability is created to compare these two finishes and give 

estimation about the improvement by mold polishing. Furthermore some parts are molded 

with the untreated cavity in order to measure the difference of the applied surface finishes. 

Thus, the improvement of light transmittance of the cavity polish on the flat part as well as the 

additional cavity polish on the change mold can be investigated as listed in chapter 4.5.2. 

 

Figure 5.9  Picture of the final cavity (left side polished, right side milled). 

The test samples are molded using the change mold shown in picture 5.9 and the injection 

molding parameters listed in Table 4.4. In a final manufacturing step the fan gate is removed 

by milling on the Bridgeport milling machine. Also, the boreholes are adapted with a 43 

number drill where the drill points are located. 

 

5.4 Measurements Optical Quality 

The quality of a part like the optical component designed in this thesis is measurable in many 

ways. The measurement in real AP application is currently not possible, as some other 

components of the prototype still need to be designed. Nevertheless the application as a 

concentration lens can be measured as well as the light transmission of the part itself.  

milled polished 
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Figure 5.13  Light transmittance of the optical component, scale: 91-92 % Transmittance. 

In Figure 5.13 the difference of the three surface finish stages can be seen clearly. The light 

transmittance of 91 % starts for the optical component “both polished” at 400 nm, for 

“backside polished” at 425 nm, and for “no polish” at 450 nm. The difference of polished and 

not polished components is decreasing with increasing wavelength.  
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Polished cavity reaches 91% 

light transmittance at 400nm
Measured focal lenght of 

12.32mm meets modeled 

dimensions of 12.25mm

Reproducible lenses without air 

traps and weld lines can be 

manufactured

Adaptations

Requirements

Challenges

Approach

3D printed mold

 Same lens design – comparable to 

aluminum mold

 Printed with Stratasys Object350 Connex

 Partly polished for better surface finish

Mold mounted in clamping unit

 Milled box in steal plate enables easy 

changing of mold

 Adjustment of injection parameters 

 Up to 20 lenses could be produced before 

mold showed defects


